
CONTROL UNITS FOR BFT OPERATORS MODELS ICARO N F AND ERGO

ICARO ERGO

In this short data sheet we'll try to make some clarity on the electronics of the BFT
motors ICARO and ERGO.
Firstly let's clarify that ERGO and ICARO are practically the same kind of motor, both
produced by BFT; ERGO was born first and later ICARO, which represents a development
of the product. Both this operators have the same abilities; what changes is essentially
the operating electronic circuitry of the anti-crushing system: in ERGO this system is
totally absent, while in ICARO this system is a part of the motor since the beginning. 

The ERGO existed just in two versions:
• ERGO
• ERGO PROX (as ERGO, but with the inductive limit switch)

The ICARO exists instead in different versions:
• ICARO MA (out of production)
• ICARO PROX (as mentioned above, but with the inductive limit switch)
• ICARO N (out of production)
• ICARO N F (model actually in production)
• ICARO N F PROX (as mentioned above, but with the inductive limit switch)

Given the wide range of models, BFT has decided some time ago to make just  two
control units that could handle all this motors.  In order to clarify which control units
you can use, we've made a table where we indicate the motors, the old central units and
the new one that can be used as spare part.
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MODEL OLD CONTROL UNIT NEW CONTROL UNIT

ERGO ORION G
LEO B CBB L04

ERGO PROX ORION G

ICARO MA LEO D MA

LEO B CBB L02

ICARO PROX LEO D MA

ICARO N LEO D MA

ICARO N F LEO D MA

ICARO N F PROX LEO D MA

Further clarifications are necessary to avoid possible errors during the purchase. 
The two types of control unit realized by BFT are absolutely not  interchangeable, and
for one simple reason: in the version of the control unit realized for ICARO, the control
unit has a connector for the encoder that you can't find in the ERGO. Furthermore the
firmware of the control unit spots the presence of the encoder, and if it doesn't find it or
founds an error, it doesn't allow the movement of the gates.

Concerning the spare control unit for ERGO, this new control unit is way bigger than
ORION G, so it must be situated externally. The simpler way to achieve this is to buy a
BFT box CPEM, so that you could fix it to the cover and accommodates the new control
unit. 
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